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Abstract: Chemically and thermally stable ceramics are required for many applications.
Many characteristics (electrochemical stability, high thermomechanical properties, etc.) directly or
indirectly imply the use of refractory materials. Many devices require the association of different
materials with variable melting/decomposition temperatures, which requires their co-firing at a
common temperature, far from being the most efficient for materials prepared by conventional
routes (materials having the stability lowest temperature determines the maximal firing temperature).
We review here the different strategies that can be implemented to lower the sintering temperature by
means of chemical preparation routes of oxides, (oxy)carbides, and (oxy)nitrides: wet chemical and
sol–gel process, metal-organic precursors, control of heterogeneity and composition, transient liquid
phase at the grain boundaries, microwave sintering, etc. Examples are chosen from fibers and
ceramic matrix composites (CMCs), (opto-)ferroelectric, electrolytes and electrode materials for
energy storage and production devices (beta alumina, ferrites, zirconia, ceria, zirconates, phosphates,
and Na superionic conductor (NASICON)) which have specific requirements due to multivalent
composition and non-stoichiometry.

Keywords: synthesis; sol–gel; liquid precursors; metal-organic; densification; non-stoichiometry;
oxides; carbides; nitrides; electrolytes

1. Introduction

Firing at high temperature not only increases the cost of production, but above all it limits the choice
of materials that can be sintered together. Consequently, several strategies are implemented to be able to
(co-)sinter but also to control both the grain size and the porosity in devices associating several phases.
This is particularly necessary for electrochemical devices associating electrodes, current collectors,
and electrolyte necessary for the realization of sensors, batteries, fuel cells, electrolyzers, CO2 converters,
etc., as well as the preparation of composites with special properties, mechanical or electrical. This is
also necessary for composite materials, particularly for those associating (small diameter) fibers in a
ceramic matrix. The definition of high-temperature materials is subjective and mainly depends on
the methods and the device considered. We choose to consider under this name materials which
require sintering at a temperature above 1200 ◦C using standard powder and for which the sintering
temperature must be lowered to optimize their properties and associate them with other phases in
order to make a device. Furthermore, sintering at temperatures above 1250 ◦C requires special kilns
and resistors.

Unlike the art of glass, which is based on the mastery of homogeneity, ceramic art consists of the
mastery of heterogeneity. Therefore, potters and modern ceramists making pottery, bathroom ceramics,
porcelain tableware, etc., do not seek to use very pure chemicals available from chemists, but raw
materials, natural or at low/moderate prices [1–3]. In addition, many impurities are essential for
sintering [4,5]. It is the same for many advanced ceramics. The prodigious development of ceramic
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production for almost 12,000 years [6,7] results from the availability of a natural nanometric raw
material, clays, and potters have understood that ceramic raw materials must be in fine powder form.
For this reason, traditional potters used clays and ultrafine powders obtained by heat treatment of
natural rocks and products (chalk, wood/plant ashes, shell, etc.) [3]. Consolidation of a grain assembly,
i.e., sintering, requires the welding of adjacent grains [4,5]. For that, they must be firstly in close contact
and the atoms move (diffusion, evaporation/condensation, etc.) to widen the contact. The control of
the reactivity of a powder does not depend on the average composition but on the local composition
in contact with the grains. An AxByCzDe compound can be obtained in several ways, AxBy + CzDe,
AxDe + By + Cz, Ax/2 + Ax/2ByCzDe, etc., and the reaction(s) will rarely be complete. Knowledge
of phase diagrams and in particular the temperature required to obtain the ‘first’ liquid phase is,
therefore, essential [4,5,8]. One or more phases can be liquid when the others are solid. Volatility and
condensation efficiency can also be variable. Sintering is, therefore, a very complex operation, and this
is particularly true for non-stoichiometric compounds for which a defined structure guarantees only
specific properties [2,9–13].

For a pure compound, there is a direct relationship between the sintering temperature and
the melting temperature (Tm), which first depends locally on the atomic diffusion coefficients [4,5],
affected by the type of element (ion size) and structure of the phase. Empirically, for a “well compacted”
assembly of grains of standard size (3–10 µm), sintering of a ‘pure’ oxide composition requires firing
at 0.8 Tm for a few hours. Reducing the grain size to increase the compaction in the green state and
optimizing the structure of the powder(s) decrease the dwell time and the sintering temperature up to
~0.6–0.7 Tm [14]. Traditional potters took advantage of the heterogeneity of the raw materials using
a (temporary) liquid phase at relatively low temperature to accelerate densification: by capillarity
action, the liquid phase helps to maximize the contact between the adjacent grains, to dissolve convex
corrugations and cause precipitation in concave surfaces and necks in between two grains, leading to
densification [4,5,15,16]. Indeed, we will show that these traditional procedures are the basis of the
‘new’ procedures developed for the preparation of advanced ceramics: the so-called chemical, liquid,
co-precipitation and sol–gel routes imitating the traditional clay route (easy compacting, rheology
control, nanometric particles, etc.) [1,2,9–13]. Addition of flux (Li/NaF, MgF2, B2O3, and PbO) generates
a transient liquid phase and facilitates compaction, in particular under pressure, etc. [17]. Obviously,
these ceramics cannot be made with raw materials but one of the interests in ceramic technology is the
use of solid or liquid precursors with limited purity and cost.

We will first address the chemical production of (ultra)fine powders, as well as the optimization
of contact area between individual grains (i.e., compaction in the green state), control of reaction at the
grain–grain contact (liquid sintering and gradient effects), control and optimization of the structure
and properties, in particular for multicomponents and non-stoichiometric compounds as well as
multiphase devices (composites, electrochemical systems, etc.). We will try to highlight the advantages
and disadvantages of chemical procedures based on liquid precursors, in particular for their potential
in ‘emerging’ synthesis and (advanced) shaping, also by modern additive manufacturing technologies.
The scope is too large to cover in detail and we will limit our objective to a rapid historical overview by
privileging the initial publications where often many details are given, since the information is often
lost in the most recent publications.

2. Production of Fine Powders

The development of advanced ceramic technology really began after the World War II, first with the
production of ‘high-temperature’ ceramics for nuclear energy and weapons (uranium and plutonium
oxides, and alumina) [7,9,18], radar systems (ferrites and garnets) [7,19,20], aerospace and aeronautic
engines (alumina, C and SiC) [7,21–23], the production of refractory bricks (zirconia, chromite,
alumina and beta-alumina) for the steel and glass industry [24], spark plug insulators for automotive
engines (porcelain and alumina) [7,25], and the materials for electronics (alumina, perovskites,
and ferrites) [7,26–28]. Applications for medical prostheses and health (alumina, zirconia [7,29–31],
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Si3N4 [32,33] and phosphates [29–31,34–37]) as well as electrochemical systems of production, storage
and energy conversion then developed [7,38–40].

The availability of fine powders and/or viscous precursors with the required cost and purity was
the key point. It is important to remember that ceramic technology and chemistry are different fields
and have different criteria for the selection of powders. For ceramists, the key criteria are the final
properties, reliability and repeatability of the characteristics of the final product and cost of production,
which includes the sintering step. It is important to avoid any final machining. If certain impurities
can be harmful for certain properties, they must be identified, but many impurities are favorable and
generally necessary to achieve high densification.

2.1. Physical Techniques

Standard methods for powder production are mechanical, using a roller crusher, roller mill
or ball mill. The corresponding average grain sizes are typically close to mm, or ten to a few µm,
respectively [15,16,41,42]. The grinding is necessarily associated with pollution by the wear of the
grinding agents (quartz pebbles, metal balls, and zirconia beads/balls). The importance of this stage as
attrition was (re-)discovered in the period 1980–1990s [43–53], with the availability of new devices
due to the improved reactivity of the powder intense and extended to mixtures of metal oxides and
pure metal powders [49]. Measuring the weight loss of the balls or a chemical treatment of the powder
makes it possible to compensate or eliminate—in part—this pollution [16]. The grinding is carried out
in the liquid phase and the ceramists try to maximize the phenomenon of attrition in order to obtain a
(sub)micron powder free of aggregates with ‘good’ capacity of compacting and sintering—and the
appropriate phase. It is also worth noting that reactions, phase transitions and amorphization can
be observed during the grinding step [48,54]. Unfortunately, the distribution of the grain size can be
important, often not monotonous with aggregates. Sifting or sedimentation separates the powder from
the aggregates and larger grains.

2.2. Chemical Routes

Very early on, attempts were made to bypass the grinding—and pollution—stage, especially for
materials for which the high cost of the raw materials was not critical. For instance, the glass
window-covering layer and the preparation of advanced glass pieces date from the first half of
the 20th century: a patent on a coated film made from organic precursors was filed in 1939 [55].
Research activities on the preparation of ‘gel’ for producing optical glass but also powder of silicate
compositions began in the 1960s and many review papers were published in the 1980s [55–67].
Soda silicate, a viscous liquid, was traditionally used for bonding and restoration of old pottery. In fact,
the book of Iller [68] about the chemistry of silica and the book of Bradley, Mehrotra and Gaur [62]
concerning the preparation of metal-organic precursors make the scientific context available. Important
complements regarding the preparation of alkoxides suitable for ceramics have been reported by
Okamura and Bowen [63]. Emphasis was placed on the preparation of oxides from alkoxides, and the
first book on the subject was edited by Klein [11].

In fact, until the end of the 1960s, the chemically prepared compositions were very simple, such
as UO2, Al2O3 and ZrO2 [9,12,18,29,56–59]. The potential of using liquid metal-organic precursors
to prepare advanced ceramics with a complex non-stoichiometric composition was demonstrated
for the first time more than ten years later by the Sandia Labs (Albuquerque) for the production of
fully transparent PLZT ceramic (Pb-La zirconate-titanate). PLZT wafers were necessary to produce
Kerr cells for the glasses of strategic US air force pilots [7,27,64]. Almost simultaneously, the same
research was carried out in France at the Thomson-CSF (now Thales R&D) for French air force
pilots [2,65]. Perfect homogeneity of the Zr/Ti ratio at each point of the wafer and a precise composition
(Pb1-xLax(Zr0.65Ti0.35)l-x/4O3, x = 0.09) were necessary to obtain the required opto-ferroelectric properties.
Achieving 99.8% densification—and associated transparency—required a hot-pressing technique when
ceramic powder was conventional, but the homogeneity of the Zr/Ti ratio was not obtained at
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the required scale [66]. The hot-pressing cycle must completely remove the excess PbO added
as a (liquid) sintering agent in order to avoid red coloring. The Zr- and Ti-alkoxide mixture in
propanol (these chemicals were of high quality and available at low prices because they were widely
used as intermediates in the Ziegler–Natta reaction and for the production of alcohols) guaranteed
homogeneity at the molecular scale [64,65] and allowed sintering to transparency without hot pressing,
a less expensive and more productive technique. Furthermore, the solution of lead acetate formed by
the hydrolysis of alkoxides was used to dissolve powders of lanthanum and lead oxides [65]. Thus,
the main drawback of “chemical” synthesis (besides the enormous volume of liquid to be handled)
was limited, the Zr- and Ti-based chemicals being not too expensive.

It should be noted that the formulation used to qualify such a synthesis was variable—chemical
preparation, co-precipitation, colloidal, etc. [60,67]. Up to the 1980s, the term ‘sol–gel’ was not widelly
used, although sols, gels, or xerogels were in fact prepared [68]. The term ‘co-precipitation’ was largely
used. It is important to note that the process can directly give a gel or a sol (which can again form a gel
by removing most of the liquid or modifying the interactions between particles; some liquid remains
in the pore network). These methods are extensions of the uses of the colloidal suspension of silica
Ludox® (now available from GRACE) or of traditional sodium silicate ‘solution’. Alkali activation
of silicate (as well of aluminosilicates, etc.) raw materials has great potential for cold consolidation
of ceramic suspensions and, under the name of ‘geopolymers’, their use has been explored [69–72].
Geopolymers are aluminosilicate binders which harden at low temperature (25–80 ◦C) in a relatively
short amount of time (2 to 48 h). They are typically made by mixing an aluminosilicate source such as
metakaolin or fly ash into alkaline silicate solution and curing in a sealed environment. The products
of cold consolidation may be particularly stable by themselves (in case of formation of ‘zeolitic’ gels),
but the firing treatments lead to a variety of other interesting ceramics. The necessary processing
details required to fabricate high-strength, well-reacted geopolymers have been established [73] but
the main use is to prepare concrete [74].

The sol–gel transition is only possible in certain cases, as observed with the traditional clay-based
route [1]. Studies on sols and colloids, in particular those giving ‘nice’ particles and crystals (called colloids)
with well-defined shapes, received great attention in the 1980s [75] and form the basis of the preparation
of ordered nanometric assemblies currently in the spotlight [76,77].

According to Segal [9,78], the chemical syntheses are coprecipitation, molten salts, sol–gel
processes, hydrothermal techniques, reactions in the liquid phase and the gas phase, pyrolysis of
polymer, gel based on a Pechini resin method [79] and citrates, aerosols and emulsions. Figure 1
summarizes the different routes.
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2.2.1. Oxides

The ‘solvents’, or more precisely the liquid media used, are water, alcohols, thiols and
polyols [1,9,12,13,56,65,68,80]. There are a variety of salts that can be dissolved in these solvents
such as nitrates, chlorides, acetates, etc. The anions of salts selected must be easily eliminated
during the chemical process or by heating. The most widely used metal-organic chemicals for
preparing oxides are alkoxides (M(OR)n) [1,63,81–84]. Mixed alkoxides such as n(RO)M-O-M’(OR)p

or more complex formulations can be synthesized to improve homogeneity and facilitate the control
of hydrolysis/condensation reactions but their properties are not a linear combination of the pure
components [82].

One of the main characteristics of alkoxides is their easy hydrolysis (sometimes too fast (instant!)
or too slow)

M(OR)n + n H2O => M(OH)n + n ROH (1)

and, simultaneously, polycondensation (in other words, polymerization).

M(OH)n => n/2 H2O + n MOn/2 (2)

After drying, the resulting gel has a complex composition such as

MOn-x-ε (OH)2x(O-R)ε mH2O nROH (x~0.1, ε~0, 0 < m < 0.2, n < 0.1) (3)

and is generally called xerogel or ‘glass’ [1,80–86]. The substitution of certain R branches by other
organic chains which do not react with water but can polymerize (vinyl, . . . ), couple with a substrate
(epoxy, . . . ) or have hydrophobic properties gives rise to another class of materials, so-called hybrid
materials for specific properties [1], but this is out of the scope of this review. The thermal treatment(s)
of these hybrid materials, if any, is carried out at low temperatures (<400 ◦C) and, therefore, they remain
(very) porous although they can be rather hard and transparent. The specific surface of a transparent
xerogel can reach 1000 m2/g, much larger than for standard fine powders, and the gels exhibiting the
highest surface are called aerogel [1,87–93]. The hydrolysis reaction hardly depends on the metal
type. The state of the alkoxide at room temperature, liquid or solid, depends on the length of the Rn

chain. For certain alkoxides (Al, Ge, etc.), handling in a glove box without water traces is required;
it should be without oxygen traces for certain transition metal alkoxides [82,85,86,88]. For some
others (Si, Zr, Ti, Al-O-Si), handling is possible under standard conditions after dilution in (water-free)
2-propanol [65,82,94,95].

A good example of the importance of the alkoxide selection is the preparation of aluminosilicates.
Aluminum sec-butoxide is very hygroscopic and must be handled in a glove box free of water
traces to avoid instant hydrolysis and uncontrolled precipitation and heterogeneity. On the contrary,
the hydrolysis of silicon ethoxide is slow and depends on the pH. The alkoxide (BuO)2-Al-O-Si-(OEt)3

has an intermediate behavior and can be handled in ambient air [86,94,95] and hydrolyzed under
control. Transition metal and lanthanide/actinide alkoxides have very specific properties and are
difficult to use in the sol–gel routes.

The main characteristics and advantages of these routes are that (a part of) elements are mixed
in the liquid state—thus giving homogeneity at the molecular level—and ‘the solid phase formation’
(in fact a gel is not a solid but a viscous/plastic phase) leads to colloids or phases of similar size,
generally at the submicron level [1,2,14,83,84]. The polymerization of gel formers (Si, P, Al, Zi,
Ge, etc. [1,82]) leads to the formation of an entity, up to a size which can exceed a micrometer,
that can be dispersed in a liquid (sol) or perfectly assembled to form a transparent but microporous
(shaped) ‘solid’ [1,14,96–99]. The best technique for preparing an optically clear gel/xerogel is slow
hydrolysis/polymerization [1,96–99] but pressure sintering is also effective [1,14,100]. In some cases,
the optical clarity is preserved after heat treatment, in particular for glassy compositions [81], and this
property was demonstrated to obtain colored glasses [101].
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The reactivity—and the sintering—strongly depend on the reaction surface. Heat treatment under
NH3, H2, CO, etc., can change the composition to (oxy)nitrides, (oxy)carbides, etc. [1]. An assembly of
nanograins can sinter easily if the contact zone between the adjacent grains is high—in other words,
if the compaction in the green state (i.e., before the heating) is already high.

Chemical elements can be classified into two groups:

(i) The elements which establish covalent bonds, called gel or glass former (Si, P, Ge, Al, etc.) [1],
form ‘molecular’ moieties—in other words, ‘polymerize’.

(ii) The elements which remain as ‘isolated’ ions; they can remain dissolved in the ‘solvent’ and/or
adsorbed on the surface, external surface of the artefact and internal surface of the pores of the
‘precipitate’; for instance, Na+, K+, Li+, Ca2+, etc.

Table 1 lists examples of the compositions prepared with liquid metal-organic precursors.
The main problem is the difficulty of obtaining the exact ‘target’ stoichiometry due to the loss
of the ions/elements present in the liquid ‘solvent’. Ions can be partially lost when the ‘solvent’ is
removed. Different strategies can be used.

Table 1. Examples of compositions prepared with liquid metal-organic precursors
[2,14,17,32,57,59,64,65,68,72,73,81,96–136].

Composition Reagents References

Silica Ludox®

Alkoxides

Iller [68], Roy [102]
Phalippou et al. [81]
Dunn & Zink [101]

Alumina Alkoxide Colomban [96]

Aluminates (β alumina)
Ytrium aluminate

Alkoxide + Na/K ions
PVA/EG routes

Colomban [100,103–105]
Gülgun et al. [125]

Aluminosilicates
Cordierite

Leucite

Alkoxide mixture or
Al-O-Si alkoxide

Pechini resin/PVA
“Geopolymers”

Yoldas [57]
Colomban [97]

Lee and Kriven [126]
Bell et al. [72,73]

Na/Li aluminosilicates See above +
Na/Li/K/Ba/Ca ions

Perthuis et al. [17,106],
Bruneton et al. [107]

Colomban and Lapous [108]

Zirconia/Ceria Alkoxide
Mazdiyasni [59]

Bruneton and Colomban [98]
Kosacki et al. (2002) [131,132]

Zirconates/Titanates
BaTiO3

Alkoxides + ions
Ethylene glycol (EG)

Snow [64], Colomban [2,65],
Nagata et al. [109]

Lee et al. [127]

NASICON
Na/Li zircon-phospho-silicates Alkoxides + ions Perthuis and Colomban [99]

Bouquin et al. [14]

Composites reinforced with
nanoparticles, fibers, textiles Alkoxides + salts

Vendange and Colomban [110],
Vendange et al. [111]

Mouchon and Colomban [112],
Karlin and Colomban [113],
Colomban and Wey [114]
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Table 1. Cont.

Composition Reagents References

Silicon carbides * Silanes
Polycarbosilanes

McDiarmid [115],
Corriu [124]

Tanaka and Kurachi [116],
Okamura et al. [117]

Colomban [118]
Hasegawa et al. [128]

Burns et al. [129]
Naslain [133]

Bayya et al. [130]
Shin and Tanaka [136],

Silicon nitrides *
Oxides

from polymer precursors
(zircon, mullite, zirconia, etc.)

Polysilazanes
Polyorganoboro-

Silazanes, etc.
Polysilsequioxanes

Durham et al. [119],
Kroke et al. [120],

Bill and Aldinger [32],
Riedel et al. [33], Cooke [121],

Bill et al. [122],
Onbattuvelli and Atre [123]

Parcianello et al. [135]
Parcianello et al. [134]

* Actually complex Si-C-B-N(-O) compositions are possible.

First, the excess of these elements/ions is adjusted. Generally, ions diffuse quickly and contribute
to the sintering process by forming a transient liquid phase at the grain boundary [4,5,15,16]. The final
surplus (depending on the pristine excess) is, therefore, linked to the sintering cycle (temperature,
duration, etc.)—and to the volume of the prepared batch. Contrary to the common thought of chemists,
the use of water as a solvent whatever the carbonation potential of ions such as Ca2+, Ba2+, Sr2+, etc.,
by reaction with CO2 dissolved in the water is more effective than handling in alcohol without water or
in a glove box. A limited amount of carbonate at the grain boundary promotes the sintering. Control of
the final object after (co-)sintering is the only relevant criterion and step-by-step optimizations rarely
lead to an optimal result.

Second, the design of a hybrid route in which some elements can be dissolved in the liquid
mixture, after they have been incorporated in the form of powder [1,2,65], limits the cost of preparation.

2.2.2. Carbides, Nitrides, etc.

The preparation strategies for silicon and aluminum carbides, nitrides (and oxycarbides,
oxynitrides) are somewhat different. Unlike the alkoxide/chemical routes, where the route has
two stages, like the traditional clay route (forming in the green state, and then firing), the preparation of
carbides and nitrides depends on viscosity control. For the alkoxide routes to the oxide compositions,
the material to be removed consists of water (and proton). The routes to carbides and nitrides require
3D reticulation and precise elimination of excess C and N, as well as control of the oxygen content.
However, this liquid precursors-based route provides a means for the synthesis of new materials
(fibers, composites), thanks to viscosity control, which cannot be easily obtained at a low temperature
by conventional methods [133]. The manufacture of dense bulk ceramics in the Si/Al/X/C/N systems
(X = B, Zr, Ti, O, etc.) is achieved by crosslinking of the polymeric ceramic precursor followed by a step
of polymer transformation into ceramic (ceramization). The crosslinked precursor can be milled, mixed
with powder, compacted and pyrolyzed to form dense, amorphous silicon carbonitride monoliths
or polycrystalline composites which withstand oxidation in air at 1600 ◦C (additives are generally
added to improve the sintering and limit the grain growth). M–O bonds and oxide precipitates are
used to control grain growth and thermal stability. An excess of carbon is common and it is an
important challenge to minimize the content. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods using volatile
precursors can also be used [133]. The spinning of fiber combined with thermal treatments leads to
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dense ceramic fibers. On the contrary, infiltration of preforms, even in autoclaves, leads to rather
porous objects [133].

These procedures allow the preparation of silicon-based ceramics in the system SiCNO.
Common preceramic polymers are poly(organosilazanes), poly(organosilicarbodiimides) and poly
(organosiloxanes) (Table 1). These materials generally exhibit enhanced thermomechanical properties,
i.e., temperature stabilities up to approximately 1500 ◦C. Recent research has shown that, in some
cases, the high temperature stability in terms of decomposition and/or crystallization can be increased
even up to 2000 ◦C if the pre-ceramic polymer contains some amount of boron. The composition
and microstructure are a result of the molecular structure of the pre-ceramic polymer. Consequently,
the differences observed in the macroscopic properties are also closely related to the variation in
composition and solid-state structure of the precursors. Fundamental correlations between the
composition and structure of the pre-ceramic compounds and the architecture of the amorphous state
are revealed by light/X-ray, Raman and neutron scattering [83,84,113,122,133,137–139].

An important advantage of all chemical routes is the possibility of obtaining ceramics with
nanometric grains after intermediate amorphous, but dense state. The amorphous state guarantees
great homogeneity but the density of bonds per unit of volume is lower than that of crystalline
counterpart. Therefore, the intermediate state between the glassy and crystalline state is a good
compromise and has been sought for ceramic fibers [83,84,118,137–139].

The unique combination of thermal and mechanical properties exhibited by (oxy)carbides and
(oxy)nitrides has proven itself in the applications of the electronics, automotive, defense and aerospace
industries [32,33,118,123,133]. The successful conversion of their properties to end applications lies
in the manufacture of these ceramics into fully dense microstructures. Efforts have been made by
researchers to date in the development of near-net-shape fabrication processes [7,23,36,37,114] which
can produce ceramic components of complex-shaped (e.g., compressor wheel) parts with or without
minimum machining and no microstructural defects (plasma-assisted compaction, injection molding,
pyrolysis of pre-ceramic polymers, etc.).

3. Optimization of the Grain–Grain Contact

3.1. Compaction and (Viscous) Liquid Routes

Optimal compaction of the grains before heat treatment is the key point to promote densification.
For the clay-based composition, the green density is obtained by the control of the water content
associated with the clay particles. The water lubricates the sliding of the clay layer under the stress
imposed by the potter (shaping by hand) or the plug (mechanical shaping). For the slurry process,
the absorption of water by the plaster mold provokes the compaction of the deposit formed on the
surface of the plaster mold, etc. [15,16,140]. The transformation of the suspension into a green body in
colloidal forming depends mainly on the characteristics of suspension on one hand, and the absorbent
substrate on the other—drying and solidification are the key links. In the absence of water to lubricate
the motion and arrangement of grains by pressing, high hydrostatic/isostatic pressure is applied and
plasticizers are added [141–144]. Cold isostatic compaction, where a shaped rubber bag is filled with
powder, sealed and then subjected to high overall pressure to produce a compacted green component,
is a common processing route for ceramic parts [143,144]. Isostatic (i.e., hydrostatic) pressing gives a
better compaction than the plug/mold set (simple or double action): the pressure applied to an assembly
of hard grains leads to a grain–grain load transfer and hence a decrease in the effectiveness in contact
from grain to grain. The key to isostatic pressing is the design of the rubber bag, which is in general
both different in size and shape from the green body and preparation of the powder (shape, additives).
It is important to limit machining of the green compact. Spherical nanoparticles with narrow size
distribution are crucial to obtain a homogeneous density and a low pore–particle size ratio in green
compacts, and then to preserve the grain size at full densification.
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One of the advantages of the sol–gel/alkoxide route is that the gel contains water. Like clay,
the residual water helps to lubricate the rearrangement of the grains as well as their deformation
(“sintering”) in the green state under pressure at room temperature, sometimes up to optical clarity,
or at least translucency—properties characteristic of a nearly full densification [1,2,14]. In comparison,
the complete compaction of hard spheres does not lead to more than 60% densification. Slow hydrolysis
of alkoxide in solvent (e.g., hexane) and sedimentation also leads to optically clear pieces [1,96–99].

3.2. Additives

When water cannot act as a lubricant to promote grain rearrangement and transfer of load/pressure
from grain to grain (the presence of liquid leads to pressure transfer, much more effective than the
load), a few % or less organic lubricants such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), polyethylene glycol (PEG),
polyacrylic acid (PAA), camphor, stearic acid and glycerine are added [145,146]. Sol–gel routes generally
allow avoiding the use of these organic binders. Adding camphor, a volatile organic compound,
can help compact the ultrafine powder. The coating of (hard) grains with gel promotes compaction
under pressure in the green state [147] and allows the preparation of functionally and hierarchical
graded composites [2,83,84,148].

3.3. Anisotropy Control

The geometrical arrangement/packing of a grain population depends not only on the size but also
the shape and size distribution of the grains. The anisotropic shape (platelets, needles/whiskers, etc.)
is very harmful and special strategies are necessary to improve the green density [147–152].

4. Grain–Grain Reaction and Densification

Various strategies have been adopted to approach the complete densification, including pressure-less
sintering controlled by the atmosphere (vacuum, O2, H2, PbO or Na2O vapor by immersing the piece
in a powder with similar composition, etc.), hot pressing, hot isostatic pressing, microwave sintering,
sinter forging and spark plasma sintering. The complete densification of colorless ceramics gives
rise to transparency [64–66,153–157]. High pressure is applied to aid densification of nanoparticle
rearrangement and sliding, as well as plastic deformation and pore shrinkage. There is much literature
available on this subject [4,5,10,15,16,29–31]. Low-temperature mass transport strongly activated
during the spark plasma sintering of nanoparticles can lead to rapid densification kinetics with limited
grain growth if high green density has been previously achieved. However, carbon pollution is frequent
and requires complementary oxidizing heat treatment under air or oxygen. It is important to note
that diffusion of oxygen atoms in an oxide is very limited below 1200 ◦C and, therefore, carbon is well
preserved in dense bodies.

4.1. Liquid-Phase Sintering: Dissolution and Precipitation

The first mechanism to obtain (complete) densification at a temperature far from the temperature
required to melt the assembly of all the grains has been used for millennia to prepare terra cotta,
stoneware and porcelain [1,5,15,157]. Due to the use of raw materials of different composition and
structure, a phase corresponding to the grain A–grain B contact with the lowest liquid phase in the
binary diagram AB in temperature of all the grain–grain configurations will melt first. The liquid
phase wets the other grains and the dissolution reaction takes place on the surface of the grains. This is
called reaction sintering. As illustrated in Figure 2, the fusion of phase G dissolves the surface of
other grains—for example, grains Q. Due to the reaction, the composition of the liquid phase varies
and, consequently, its melting temperature changes. The progress of the reaction will depend on the
temperature (T0), duration and size of the grains. This phenomenon is general and can take place at
the molecular scale.
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connected and filled with the liquid medium used for the synthesis (generally water) plus the water 
created by the reaction (Figure 3a). As a function of the bonding force, the protonic species are 
eliminated above 120 °C (surface adsorbed water), 400–500 °C (hydroxyl groups) and 600 to 1000 °C 
(protons). Typically, the pore (equivalent) diameter is between 0.5 and 20 nm [87,89–91], the pores 
below 2 nm being called micropores and those above, mesopores (2–50 nm). In order to saturate the 
pending bonds, the surface oxygen atoms are protonated and covered with water [90]. Therefore, the 
composition of a gel and a xerogel is complex, e.g., SiO2-x(OH)x·m H2O or Al2Si2O7-x (OH)x·n H2O and 
not SiO2 or Al2O3·2 SiO2, as it is written in most publications. 

Figure 2. Schematic of liquid-phase sintering of a heterogeneous green ceramic body: (a) compacted
grains (green state); (b) reaction sintering, with the molten phases noted in light green; (c) diagram of
the G–Q phase vs. temperature; (d) plot of the dilatometric behavior during liquid sintering, where the
event at 573 ◦C corresponds to the α–β phase transition of SiO2 quartz grain and the large green arrow
indicates the temperature at which a molten phase is formed.

The formation of the molten phase causes a drastic shrinkage which stops when all the liquid
phase has been consumed by the reaction and then the thermal expansion begins again [15,16]. There is,
therefore, an optimal heat treatment. It should be considered that if pressure is applied, the presence of
a liquid phase lubricates the rearrangement of the particles and maximizes the homogeneity of the
pressure transmission from grain to grain (in the absence of liquid phase, only the loads are transferred
and, therefore, the efficiency is geometrically limited).

In fact, for such traditional clay-based ceramics, the volume of liquid phase is large and can
reach 30% of the volume for the porcelain body [157,158]. The final material is made of many phases,
neo-formed and relics from the raw materials dissolved/reacted to some extent. The volume of liquid
phase favored by the sintering aids is much smaller—a few % or less—and, therefore, being effective
requires high packing of grains in the green state in order to maximize the efficiency of the liquid phase.
Sintering aids for oxide compositions are primary fluxing agents such as alkali and alkaline earth, boron
and bismuth oxides and fluorides [17,106,159–171]. The volatility of a sintering aid is an advantage:
complete elimination is possible and single-phase final ceramics can be obtained [17,64,65,106,172–174].

For (oxy)carbides, (oxy)nitrides and boride compounds (SiC, Si3N4, AlN, etc.), sintering
optimization requires control of the reactivity of the grain surface/interface by removal or addition
of certain phases. For instance, B2O3 and ZrO2 must be removed and B4C must be added for good
sintering of ZrB2 [175]. On the contrary, Al2O3, BeO, Y2O3-Al2O3, CaO at the grain boundary promotes
liquid-phase sintering of SiC [176–179]. Mastering the phase diagram at the grain surface/interface is
thus the key point to optimize sintering.
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4.2. Deprotonation and Phase Transition

The densification mechanism of the oxides prepared from alkoxides is different and allows
densification without sintering aids. The main characteristic is that oxides produced through chemical
routes host large amounts of protons in different forms (water, OH−, H+), which is generally overlooked.
Figure 3 shows the schematic of the structure of a xerogel and its transition to the corresponding oxide
as well as the associated thermal shrinkage as a function of the heating temperature [2].Ceramics 2020, 3 FOR PEER REVIEW  11 
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(c) comparison of the shrinkage of a gel, a xerogel and corresponding oxide powder; (d) evolution of the
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(NASICON); solid line: mullite; after [2]).

The hydrolysis/polycondensation reaction forms a polymer network of M(M’, . . . )–O bonds with
a random geometric arrangement which forms ‘voids’ at the scale of the bond, most of them connected
and filled with the liquid medium used for the synthesis (generally water) plus the water created by
the reaction (Figure 3a). As a function of the bonding force, the protonic species are eliminated above
120 ◦C (surface adsorbed water), 400–500 ◦C (hydroxyl groups) and 600 to 1000 ◦C (protons). Typically,
the pore (equivalent) diameter is between 0.5 and 20 nm [87,89–91], the pores below 2 nm being called
micropores and those above, mesopores (2–50 nm). In order to saturate the pending bonds, the surface
oxygen atoms are protonated and covered with water [90]. Therefore, the composition of a gel and a
xerogel is complex, e.g., SiO2-x(OH)x·m H2O or Al2Si2O7-x (OH)x·n H2O and not SiO2 or Al2O3·2 SiO2,
as it is written in most publications.

From the schema, it is obvious that crystallization leads to densification (Figure 3a,b) and this is
confirmed by the thermal expansion/shrinkage measurement for all the products analyzed in the form of
pure (silica, alumina, and zirconia) [98] or multi-elemental (aluminosilicates, Na superionic conductor
(NASICON), etc.) [91–93,99,107] compositions. The temperature of the crystallization/densification
varies from ~500 ◦C for zirconia to ~1000 ◦C for alumina, aluminosilicates and silicates. Amorphous
zirconia [98], alumina [96], aluminosilicates, etc., [97–99] are obtained just before crystallization.
Thermogravimetrical analysis (TGA) and spectroscopic studies confirm that the shrinkage jump
corresponds to the elimination of “water”. The measurement of micro-hardness at room temperature as
a function of the maximum heating temperature imposed on the sample (Figure 3c) shows three stages,
like the shrinking pattern: a regular increase when excess water is gradually eliminated; a plateau
at the state of xerogel (water traces are adsorbed on the pore surface); then, after crystallization,
a monotonous increase linked to the growth of the grains [2]. Specific surface area measured by the
BET gas adsorption–desorption technique ranges between tens and hundreds of m2/g, with the highest
values reaching 1000–1200 m2/g [1,89].

This ideal behavior generally observed for a simple composition can be disturbed by the
crystallization sequence, as shown in Figure 4 for the composition Li2O·2 Al2O3·4 SiO2 (LAS), and an
optimization of the preparation route is necessary [107]. LAS compositions with keatite (also called
β-spodumene) or high quartz (called δ-spodumene or β-eucryptite) structures and MAS (M = MgO,
cordierite) form extensive solid solutions in the (Li2O/MgO)-Al2O3-SiO2 system. Due to their low
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densities, low thermal expansions and their variable melting temperatures, these compounds are used
in the form of more or less recrystallized glass ceramics to make cooking table wares, heat exchangers,
smartphone windows and telescope mirrors in the form of monolithic pieces. These compositions
were also highly studied in the 1990s as potential materials in gas turbines or jet engines in the form of
composite matrices, but their corrosion by hot water was too easy [180]. The crystallization/densification
due to the departure of «water» can be counterbalanced by the nucleation of a new phase of lower
density. The shrinkage and nucleation temperature can be shifted by modifying the chemical route
(use of two different metal-organic precursors to introduce the same element, change of hydrolysis
parameter, etc.) and the heating cycle. The sintering capacity of the sol–gel prepared ‘oxides’ is,
therefore, directly linked to the porous structure. The heat treatment before shaping (compacting,
sedimentation) should not remove these characteristics and must, therefore, be carried out before
500–700 ◦C for most oxide compositions.Ceramics 2020, 3 FOR PEER REVIEW  12 
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Figure 4. Dilatometric plots of Li2O·2 Al2O3·4 SiO2 (LAS) xerogel into a dense glass ceramic measured
for the same composition prepared by different routes, for two heating rates (after [107]).

4.3. Diffusion

In the absence of a liquid phase, the welding between grains and their densification require
another mechanism—the diffusion of atoms (and/or vacancies)—to form necks and fill the pores with
matter. This material transfer mechanism is slow. In comparison, liquid sintering is a quasi-instant
phenomenon. The dwell time at the maximum firing temperature is limited to the time necessary to
achieve good homogeneity of the temperature in the artefact. On the contrary, when the diffusion of
atoms in the solid state is the mechanism of sintering, the dwell time requires several or several tens of
hours, depending on the grain size. There are three main diffusion mechanisms [4,5]: (i) solid-state
diffusion (in bulk) which first depends on the type of atom, temperature, phase structure, and gradient
and distance of diffusion; (ii) the diffusion on the surface of the grain, which depends on the temperature,
atom, shape of the surface and gas pressure above the surface (hence the interest in sintering under
vacuum, H2, O2, air, etc.); and (iii) the diffusion in the gas phase (i.e., in the pores and at the external
skin of the artefact), which depends on the element, temperature, and pressure. This presentation
is a rough approximation (see in [4,5]) but shows the complexity and the tools that can be used to
improve the efficiency of the mechanisms. This also explains why the external surface of a ceramic is
necessarily different from the bulk; the large gradients close to the surface enhance the densification.
Hence the great interest in preparations which avoid machining of the ceramic object: the very dense
layer formed on the surface is preserved.

One of the great interests in the chemical routes is the possibility of activating the different
mechanisms at the molecular scale and shifting the densification to a lower temperature.
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5. Control/Optimization of Structure and Properties

Control of the structure and composition of the material to be densified (powder, film/coating,
and fiber) is, therefore, a key point. Some phases are very stable and, in the case of their formation, it is not
possible to eliminate them by thermal treatment. Control of the heterogeneity at the molecular scale by
choosing liquid reagents is necessary. The examples of pyrochlore in the preparation of perovskites and
zirconia in the preparation of NASICON, etc., are well known. This is particularly true for multivalent
non-stoichiometric compounds. The presence of an additional phase lowers the properties, in many cases
much more than proportionally, exponentially for dielectrics (Lichtenecker’law) and the exceptional
electrical properties are generally linked to the phase with a particular structure composed of two or more
sublattices with different types of bonds (covalent, ionic, metallic, Van der Waals, and agostic bonds) [181].
Ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties of perovskites (ABO3) are related to the arrangement of BO6

covalent octahedron versus the long-range ordered A-sublattice [26,182]. The superconduction properties
of YBaCuO and similar compounds are linked to the presence (or transition to) of ionic, covalent
and metallic-like bonds in the same structure [183–188]. Oxygen vacancies (non-stoichiometry) also
control structural distortion and electrical properties and allow for exceptional proton conductivity [181].
Compounds exhibiting the exceptional high conductivity required to serve as a solid electrolyte,
i.e., conductivity comparable to that of acidic water or molten salt, have a structure which can be
described as an open framework (the thermally stable sublattice) in which an ionic sublattice can
melt at low temperature [189–194]: for instance, the subnetwork Ag+, Na+ or Li+ ions of β-alumina,
a superionic conductor very representative of this class of materials (also called fast ion conductor), melt at
temperatures between −250 and 30 ◦C (Figure 5) although the framework melts at temperatures higher
than 1800 ◦C [191,192]. The liquid state and associated conductivity highly depend on the stoichiometry.
This example highlights the importance of controlling the composition exactly.
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Figure 5. Influence of a small stoichiometry shift. Schematic of the β-alumina structure: (a) the two
sublattices; the dense-packed spinel blocks connected to an Al–O–Al bridge and the open plan allowing
for the fast diffusion of conducting cations (in blue); (b) comparison of the X-ray diffuse scattering
measured for Ag β-alumina before the melting temperature of the Ag+ sublattice (R.T., the numerous
peaks arise from the superstructure of the Ag cations before the superionic state) and above (400 ◦C;
the rings come from the liquid state of the Ag+ ions; the remaining Bragg peaks come from the host
alumina framework); (c) band broadening of the characteristic Raman T’ mode of the Ag+ ion for
ion-rich (1.66), standard (1.25) and stoichiometric β-alumina (1 Ag2O·11Al2O3) [191,192]. The shift
in the stoichiometry displaces the transition from ‘standard’ to superionic state for many hundreds
of degrees.
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It should be noted that the peculiarity of the structure, such as the open framework, not only
promotes fast ion diffusion and, therefore, ion exchange and high conductivity, but also low thermal
expansion. Indeed, thermal expansion is an intrinsic phenomenon of the chemical bond; it is the
anharmonicity of the chemical potential. The difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion
comes from the possibility of counterbalancing the inevitable expansion of the M–X bonds with the
temperature by rotation of certain bricks of the structure (XO4 tetrahedron, BO6 octahedron, etc.).
The resulting expansion of the unit cell, and thus all the ceramic, macroscopically, is limited or even
suppressed (NASICON-like or cordierite structures) [195–199] or even a contraction can take place
(spodumene- and eucrytite-like structures) anisotropically [180,200–209].

Stabilization of the high-temperature-phase (generally the one with the most open framework,
the lowest coefficient of thermal expansion and the highest ionic conductivity) results of the quenching
of the static and dynamic disorder resulting from the particular synthesis from liquid precursors
(in other terms, by quenching the liquid/molecular (dynamically disordered) structure by the way of the
gelation [210,211]). The dynamic disorder of the gelling entities freezes in a static disorder [187–192].
This disordered structure is determined by geometric constraints; additional annealing can lead to
structural changes resulting from (long distance) electrical interactions.

5.1. Multicomponent Non-Stoichiometric Compounds

Control of the final composition, structure and properties for each batch requires a minimum
volume/weight of material to be prepared. This also imposes that the size of the batch prepared in the
laboratory may contribute to the change of scale, from the batch at the laboratory scale to the batch
at the test scale. The minimum weight in the laboratory is between 50 g (e.g., for the preparation of
film) and 500 g (typical weight for the production of ceramic), which implies liters, or more, for the
volumes of liquids handled. These values may be considered important for solid-state chemists but
minimal for ceramists. The use of smaller batches makes it difficult to optimize the many parameters
and makes the reproducibility of the completion of the desired composition, and structure unreliable.
Furthermore, the reference sample must be preserved for complementary investigations. Drying the
(gel) powder or film is a difficult task, particularly to avoid the formation of powdered aggregates or
the formation of cracks in films and monoliths.

As indicated above, research on the chemical routes of preparation of ceramics from liquids, in
particular organic precursors, dates from the 1970s to the 1980s [1,59–61,94,102] or even before for
the composition of a single metallic element (silica, alumina, and nuclear fuels). Their use remains
very limited, since many ceramists have applied the recipes, traditionally used for standard ceramic
powders, to chemically prepared powders and concluded that these chemically prepared powders
are not good for sintering. Before shaping, a heat treatment (to obtain the chamotte in French, grog in
English) was carried out, but the temperature was not convenient. Indeed, if the temperature is not the
required temperature, many advantages, particularly the sintering at low temperature, are lost.

The difficulties in reaching a target composition chemically (via the liquid route) arise from the
different behaviors of the elements as a function of the chemical bonds that they form during the process.
A small composition shift drastically modifies the electrical properties [26,27,38–40,189–193,211–215].
Ions are easily lost (when liquids are removed, and when adsorbed on the surface of the container).
This is the case for fluxes (alkaline and earth-alkaline, and lead cations). Fortunately, these ions diffuse
rapidly, and promote the formation of liquid phases. The heterogeneity of the distribution before firing
is, therefore, not detrimental. The multicomponent composition to be prepared with precise control
of the composition was PLZT—first by the inorganic chemical route [66,67] and then by the alkoxide
route [64,65]. PbO, a highly volatile oxide, acts as a liquid-phase former at the grain boundary, which
helps hot-pressing sintering up to 99.8% but requires a control and trapping of excess volatile PbO [65].
Complete removal of the residual PbO from the grain boundary is necessary to achieve optical clarity.
The fast diffusion of lead ions allows certain heterogeneity in the precursors and, therefore, its addition
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in powder form in the alkoxide mixture is possible; further acetic acid added for the hydrolysis of
water dissolves a large part of the PbO powder [65].

A second difficulty comes from elements which ‘precipitate’ too rapidly in an uncontrolled way.
For instance, pure aluminum-sec butoxide reacts instantaneously with water but tributylphosphate
is hardly hydrolyzed. If stable phases such as zirconia or ZrSiO4, ZrP2O7, and PbZr2O7 are formed,
they will react with difficulty and cannot be eliminated [92,99]. The transition metal alkoxides also
react with each other [62], which leads to local heterogeneity. Other important criteria are the cost
of the chemicals, their handling conditions and the reliability regarding their composition. This is
especially true for liquid chemicals, especially those that are diluted or contain extra minor compounds.
For example, alcohol is often added to the alkoxides. The content of elements in each bottle, barrel, etc.,
must be checked. A small volume of alkoxide is hydrolyzed and a thermal analysis (TGA or weight
measurements) is carried out. The phase(s) obtained are controlled, and the elemental composition
and structure(s) are formed. Rules of three then allow the composition calculation to be adjusted.

Chemical routes lead to very fine (and porous) powders (rapid drying from a large excess of liquid
‘solvent’; the volume excess and the procedure of removal of the liquid change the characteristics of the
powder) or monoliths (sedimentation/peptization of sols, slow hydrolysis/evaporation of the liquid,
etc.). The stage of liquid elimination is difficult and risky, such as the loss of certain elements, risk of
uncontrolled/spontaneous ignition, formation of hard aggregates, cracks, etc. Optimization of the
powder is necessary by milling/grinding and sieving to eliminate the aggregates, humidity control,
storage under controlled atmosphere, efflorescence, etc.

Complex techniques have thus been used, for example by direct control of the viscosity of the liquid
precursor for spinning, (spin-)coating, (freeze or heat) spray-drying and granulation, (pressure-assisted)
infiltration to prepare films, fibers or to infiltrated porous forms (mats, textiles, pre-fired porous monolith,
etc.) combining oxides, carbon, carbides, metal, etc. [9,11–13,29,60,81,83,84,102,114,131–133,216–229].

5.2. Composites (Particulate, Fibers, Metal/Oxides)

Historically, the first use of liquid precursor to make a coating was the traditional method of
enameling: a powder dispersed in water or in an organic medium which will give a viscous liquid is
deposited on the body (porous or non-porous) of pottery and melted by heating [230]. The wettability
and viscosity must be adjusted to form a uniform thickness when cooling the glassy coating; it must be
free from cracks and have the required colored decoration [231]. The technique has been transposed
to advanced ceramic compositions with dipping/soaking, doctor blade deposition, screen printing,
etc. [1,10–13,17,232]. In general, the addition of polymers is necessary to control the viscosity (in the
green state), but after, removing the polymer is not easy and can counterbalance the densification of
heating. Direct manipulation of the viscosity of the mixture of liquid precursors offers an alternative
and most of the ceramic fibers are thus prepared (alumina, mullite, SiC, and C) [33,121,233,234].
Composites made up of fiber assemblies (1D, 2D, mats, woven and textile preforms) or a dispersion
of a second phase in a matrix (particulates) are prepared by infiltration of a liquid precursor or by
vapor-phase deposition. [114,121,133,148]. Combinations of techniques are possible as well as the
preparation of hierarchically reinforced or functionally graded composites [148].

5.3. Tools/Requirements for Minimizing the Temperature of Full Densification

As indicated above, the specificity of the preparation of ceramics from metal-organic products or
more precisely from hybrid chemicals with organic branches and metallic elements (or metalloids) is
the association of densification, with formation on heating, of an inorganic glassy/amorphous polymer
network when some elements (mainly water and protons, CO2, etc.) are volatilized. During this transition,
the material is very reactive such that it can be used for reaction with gas (O2, NH3) to transform into
oxide, nitride, etc., or to increase densification or minimize the temperature of sintering [1]. Generally,
nucleation of crystals also occurs. On the contrary, after this reaction, whatever the submicron size of
the grain, generally less than 0.5 µm, their sintering capacity can be weaker and require a new attrition
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to be able to sinter properly. Figure 6a,b show an example of lowering the sintering temperature of
NASICON solid electrolyte ceramic (Na1+xZr2SixP3-xO12), while optimizing the preparation and shaping
of the powder gel under pressure (that is to say, in the green state) [14,92,99]. In fact, densification is only
effective if there is continuity of contacts between the grains. Shaping techniques that preserve/promote
contacts are welcome, such as ‘green’ pressing or sedimentation techniques. For complete densification in
the green state (the pellet is pressed for 10 h at 350 MPa and appears translucent after; specific area of the
gel powder measured by BET instrument: ~80 m2/g), complete densification (>97%) is achieved at 700 ◦C
instead of 1200 ◦C for standard oxide powder compacts, with the densification induced by nucleation and
the departure of the protons stabilizing the porous state (Figure 3). However, the densification decreases
for firing between 800, and 1000 ◦C, with the crystallization of different structures of NASICON [211–213].
In contrast, the full densification of the conventionally compacted gel pellet (2 min) is reached at 800 ◦C
and the disturbance induced by crystallization is limited. This example, like the one reported for LAS
(Figure 4), shows the many parameters to be adjusted to obtain densification of a complex composition
at low temperature (here x = 2; see the formula above). The densification rate strongly depends not
only on the densification in the green state but also on the precursors and the procedure conducted in
the preparation of the gel [92,99,211], in particular to avoid the formation of zirconia precipitates that
cannot be eliminated. The mathematical techniques of the Latin Squares are then useful for classifying
the parameters to be optimized.

The decrease in density above 1200 ◦C results from abnormal grain growth, a typical phenomenon
observed for sol–gel-prepared compositions, due to the absence of impurity at the grain boundary. It is
worth mentioning that this defect in densification of the ceramic offers the possibility of synthesizing
(small) single crystals of incongruous fusion composition such as NASICON [235]. No other method
has been demonstrated to prepare these single crystals.
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Figure 6. Density (in % of the theoretical density deduced from the unit-cell parameter measured by
XRD) as a function of the firing temperature and of the ‘green state’ pressure sintering of Nasicon
(x = 2) pellets (a), high compaction obtained for 10 h; (b), medium compaction for 2 min (after [14]);
(c), comparison of the densification expressed in logarithmic ratio of the thermal expansion (∆l/l0)
versus 1000/T (T in K) for the compacted mullite gel (regime I) and the standard (micronic) commercial
powder (Baikowsky, France). II, nucleation-densification; III, standard regime, (after [236]).

Figure 6c confirms, with the example of mullite, the great advantage of sol–gel preparation [88,97,236]:
a high preliminary densification can be obtained in the gel state and, therefore, the number and surface
of contacts are high and the density of the phase obtained after nucleation-densification is very close to
full density. It is obvious that the densification mechanisms of a (xero)gel and a crystalline powder are
different, below ~1200–1300 ◦C for mullite. The transition towards standard mechanisms of sintering
is only initiated above 1200 ◦C (regime III).

Sintering to complete the densification of a powder based on isotropic grains is much easier than
that of an assembly of hard platelets or needles. Alternative techniques such as microwave heating,
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which induces a strong orientation of the anisotropic grains, may help. This has been demonstrated
for Na β-alumina using sol–gel prepared powders [103,237–240] and other ionic conductors [241].
Indeed, there is a strong coupling in the GHz range between the electric field of the microwave and the
relaxation of the conducting ions [103,242,243]. Another alternative technique is the coating of hard
and anisotropic grains with a gel which will lubricate the grain motion/re-arrangement during the
pressing step in the green state and allows fairly good densification [147,148].

5.4. Complex Electrochemical Devices

The preparation of an electrochemical cell in the solid state (for sensor, battery, fuel cell,
electrolyzer or CO2 converter, purification of isotopes) requires the association of at least two current
collectors and two electrodes (anode and cathode, electron conductor) on either side of the electrolyte
(ion conductor but electron insulator). Some of them must be dense and thin (the electrolyte),
the others rather porous (the electrodes in order to maximize the contact surface between the electrolyte,
the electrodes, and the atmosphere for fuel cells and the electrolyzer/converter). Indeed, when a gas
is used, the electrodes must be porous to maximize the triple points required for redox reactions
(ions and electrons) in the solid and gas phases (see for example [244–248]). The core or the substrate
(the dense electrolyte or one of the electrodes or one of the current collectors, depending on the strategy
for the cell assembly: the type of structure, in the form of stacked layers or tube) is prepared first
at the highest temperature. The other materials must be deposited and heated at a temperature of
~200 ◦C lower to preserve the geometry and the structure of the substrate. The economic criteria must
be compatible to technical criteria. Obviously, physical preparation methods such as atomic layer
deposition (ALD) [249–251], plasma vapor deposition (PVD) [252], and ion implantation [253,254] can
be used to deposit thin layers (a few to a few tens of microns) on a substrate. These methods are effective
for making miniaturized objects (sensors) [255] but are potentially less competitive for large-scale energy
production, conversion and storage devices than sol–gel and chemical routes [255–259]. The ceramic
route is inexpensive and the chemical routes are suitable for the preparation of fine powders (for shaping,
screen printing, laser sintering, etc.) or films directly [17,35,36,106,131,132,172,259–265]. The firing
temperatures must be similar. It is necessary to lower the temperature of sintering of certain materials.
This is especially true for additional materials such as the intermediate layer acting as a diffusion
barrier which should be added between the electrolyte layer and the electrodes to prevent unwanted
diffusion of certain ions (and phase and conductivity degradation) under the electric field during
electrochemical cycles [260–264].

6. Conclusions

We have highlighted the interest in syntheses starting from liquid reagents to obtain mixing
at the molecular scale. This minimizes the diffusion length for the atoms to react together and to
form the desired phases. High green densities are obtained and the ‘low’ temperatures are thus
sufficient to achieve full densification of the ceramic. The mastery of rheology is very useful for shaping
(e.g., the preparation of fibers) and polymeric routes allow 3D printing. Hybrid methods in which
certain elements are incorporated by metal-organic reagents and other methods in the form of ‘standard’
powder make it possible to limit costs, and the volume of effluents to be treated. The residual impurities
of ‘standard’ raw materials limit the exaggerated abnormal growth of the grains. The counterpart
is the number of parameters to explore and optimize, in particular to control phase structure and
microstructure. It is, therefore, important to work with the mentality of a ceramist and not a chemist.
It is clear that the need to minimize the energy required for manufacturing will lead to the development
of chemical methods for the synthesis of ceramics, particularly in layers.
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